
ON.PURPOSE STUDIO
    it’s a state of being

TODAY I
UNDERSTAND MY

NEEDS BY NATURE.

DAY.11
  In ancient philosophies, they treat
the human body as a part of the
earth. A shaman song was saying
that our body is the earth, our
blood is the waters, our heart is the
fire, and our breath is the air. 
   These elements are used to
describe our body type, according
to the ancient Indian medical
system, Ayurveda.
   Ayurveda means'. The science of
life', and according to it's practices,
the mind and body not only
influence one another- they are
each other. 
Ayurveda sees someone as a
whole system. The body structure,
our preference to heat or warmth,
our sleeping and eating patterns,
or our emotional reactions are all
relatively. 
  This ancient  medical system, still
manage to cure all kind of
diseases,  including autoimmune
and cancer, where other medical
systems fail. 

 
  According to Ayurveda, when
the body’s community of 50
trillion cells are in harmony,
health naturally follows.
 Ayurveda holds that all diseases
are symptoms of an energy
imbalance in the body-mind.
The goal is to ease symptoms
while focusing on addressing
the underlying cause(s) at the
root of the disease, as well as
make the lifestyle changes
necessary to ensure health
going forward.
 Within humans, the three active
“doshas,” or “that which
changes,” are Vata (air and
ether), Pitta (fire and water) and
Kapha (water and earth).
  By being aware which 'dosha'
we are, we are able to know
what is good for us and was in
not aligned with our system, in
order to avoid imbalance in the
body, mind or spirit.



Phrase of the day: ‘Today I understand my needs by nature'.

Please also write this phrase in your journal.

The test that you are going to do today, it's the Ayurvedic type test.

PRACTICE 1:
1. Set the intention to be open and true to yourself during this
practice.
2.  Listen to the 'BREATHE'  or any other  meditation and then
3.  Fill in the test of DAY 11, 'AYURVEDA TYPE.'

PRACTICE 2: Write in your journal any insights that you have (if you
have) during the PRACTICE 1.

Good luck!
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